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“There are many books available on software risks and software failures. There are very few books that provide step-by-step information on getting troubled software projects back on track. This book provides detailed guidelines for software project recovery. Some of the steps the author recommends may be unpleasant, but all are important.”

–Capers Jones, chief scientist emeritus at Software Productivity Research LLC

 

“This is a well-conceived, well-written, interesting book about an important topic. The author is right in saying that no one else has covered this particular facet of project failure.”

–Robert L. Glass, publisher of the Software Practitioner

 

A 10-STEP PROCESS TO IDENTIFY SEVERELY TROUBLED PROJECTS AND AVOID COSTLY FAILURE

It’s a software development nightmare: a project that’s rapidly spiraling out of control...or already a disaster. Conventional project management techniques won’t save these projects: there are no standard rescue processes to follow. You need something radically different: Catastrophe Disentanglement.

 

Drawing on in-depth data from hundreds of development organizations, E.M. Bennatan presents a proven, 10-step program for rescuing any project that’s worth saving. You’ll find specific guidance for addressing massive budget overruns, schedule slippage, poor quality–or all three at once. Using practical examples drawn from decades of hands-on experience as a software development leader and consultant, Bennatan shows how to

	Evaluate where your project really stands
	Align your project’s developers, managers, and customers
	Defi ne the minimum acceptable project goals that are achievable
	Replan your project to successfully deliver the new minimum goals
	Identify risks in your revised project and create effective contingency plans
	Install an “early warning system” to keep your rescued project from slipping back toward catastrophe


Catastrophe Disentanglement is an effective, comprehensive approach to software project rescue. Whenever projects are in trouble–whether you are a senior manager, project manager, team member, or software customer–this book could save your career.


       About the Author

E. M. Bennatan’s extensive hands-on management experience stems from many years as senior director at Motorola, Inc., developing large software systems and leading multinational design centers. He has also been vice president of engineering at Midway Corporation, where he managed several hundred software and hardware engineers. A frequent lecturer and speaker on software project management, he is author of On Time Within Budget: Software Project Management, Practices and Techniques, Third Edition (Wiley, 2000). Mr. Bennatan is currently president of Advanced Project Solutions, Inc. (www.AdvancedPS.com) and senior consultant for the Boston Cutter Consortium.
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Expert VB 2008 Business ObjectsApress, 2009
I have a passion for frameworks. In more than 20 years as a professional developer, I’ve never worked on a computing platform that did everything I needed it to do to build applications productively. The Microsoft .NET platform is wonderful, but it doesn’t always do quite what I want or need. To address those needs, I’m always...
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Professional Microsoft Virtual Server 2005 (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
Get ready to tap into the full potential of your system and dramatically improve your development and testing environment. From installation and configuration to clustering and performance enhancements, this book shows you how to get the most out of Microsoft Virtual Server. Written by a key member of the Virtual Server product team, it focuses on...
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Inside Greek U.: Fraternities, Sororities, and the Pursuit of Pleasure, Power, and PrestigeUniversity Press of Kentucky, 2007
One in ten American college students joins a fraternity or sorority, and Greek social organizations produce a disproportionately large percentage of power brokers in business and politics. Statistics show that while these future leaders are on campus, they are much more likely than non-Greek students to engage in binge drinking and to be either the...
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PMP: Project Management Professional Exam Study GuideSybex, 2007
The full coverage you need for the PMP Exam   

   Get the preparation you need for the challenging Project Management Professional (PMP) certification exam in this comprehensive study guide. In addition to coverage of all exam objectives, you'll find practical advice including "How This Applies to Your Current...
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Go in Practice: Includes 70 TechniquesManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Go in Practice guides you through 70 real-world techniques in key areas like package management, microservice communication, and more. Following a cookbook-style Problem/Solution/Discussion format, this practical handbook builds on the foundational concepts of the Go language and introduces specific...
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Applications of Electrochemistry in Medicine (Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry)Springer, 2013

	Medical Applications of Electrochemistry, a volume of the series Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry, illustrates the interdisciplinary nature of modern science by indicating the many current issues in medicine that are susceptible to solution by electrochemical methods. This book also suggests how personalized medicine can develop.
...
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